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Parallel phenotypic diversification in closely related spe-

cies is a rigorous framework for testing the role of natural

selection in evolution. Do parallel phenotypes always

diversify by parallel genetic bases or does selection pave

many alternative genomic routes to the same phenotypic

ends? In this review, we show that the advent of next-

generation sequencing technologies and thegrowinguse

of genomic approaches make it increasingly feasible to

answer these fundamental questions using ecological

and evolutionary ‘non-model’ populations of vertebrates

in nature. While it is generally expected, and often ob-

served, that closely related populations or species have

parallel genetic bases to parallel phenotypes, exceptions

are not rare and show that alternative genetic routes can

result in similar phenotypes. Ultimately, this framework

may illuminate the ecological conditions, evolutionary

histories and genetic architectures that result in recurrent

phenotypes and rapid adaptation.

Parallelism as a framework for studying adaptive

evolution

Since the Modern Evolutionary Synthesis, ecologists and

evolutionary biologists have sought to understand the

relative contribution of stochastic genetic processes versus

natural selection in the genesis and diversification of

species. Though more than 150 years have passed since

the publication of On the Origin of Species, the importance

of natural selection as a primary force, particularly in

speciation, remains poorly understood (e.g. [1 3]). One

reason for this continued challenge is that all species

and situations are somewhat unique with respect to their

environmental and evolutionary history. Thus, the noise of

local effects and stochasticity can overwhelm signals. In

such a situation, the best way to increase statistical power

in evolutionary biology research is to study evolution in

replicate and in a well-defined phylogenetic context by the

comparative method [4]. That is, to focus on cases of

parallel phenotypic evolution and use this as a framework

to infer the genetic bases of adaptive traits (Box 1).

Famous examples of parallel phenotypic evolution in

vertebrates include adaptive radiations such as Caribbean

anolis lizards [5], Darwin’s finches in the Galapagos [6],

and cichlid fishes in African Rift [7] or Central American

crater [8] lakes. Less species rich but very illustrative

examples used recently for examining the genetics of ad-

aptation include temperate freshwater fishes such as stick-

lebacks [9] and whitefishes [10], or replicate surface-cave

populations of Mexican cave fishes [11] (Figure 1). These

complexes of young sister taxa are distributed in compa-

rable but physically isolated environments such as oceanic

islands and lakes, which are the most robust geographical

systems in which to study parallel evolution [4,12]. Second,

the shared recent evolutionary history of these complexes

means that genetic backgrounds and developmental con-

straints are likely to be similar between taxa, making them

ideal for genetic comparisons. Third, by focusing on such

recent divergence one may observe ‘polymorphism in ac-

tion’; that is, assess the relative importance of standing

genetic variation and new mutations in the diversification

process without the signal being muted by evolutionary

time.

Recently, modern genomic and transcriptomic technol-

ogies have advanced to the degree that these evolutionary

and ecological ‘non-traditional’ model systems of parallel

phenotypic evolution can now be investigated at the geno-

mic level, or can be ‘genomicised’ [13]. These technological

advances promise an upsurge in our understanding of the

genetic basis of adaptive traits.

Excitement about the genomic basis of parallel evolu-

tion and replicate adaptive radiations is palpable in many

sub-disciplines of evolutionary biology [14 17]. One reason

for this is that parallelism suggests that certain key ele-

ments of evolution such as antagonistic selection pres-

sures, common standing genetic variation, or constraints

on genetic architecture might be rate-limiting to adapta-

tion. How ‘free’ are taxa (genetically-speaking) to solve

their ecological problems through phenotypic innovation?

Are the phenotypic potentials of evolution predetermined

by genetic possibilities? It is obvious that in no case does

natural selection write on a blank slate, but instead evolu-

tion proceeds piecemeal with a limited genetic repertoire

that is contingent on evolutionary history and developmen-

tal constraint. Further, the parallel evolution framework

promises to illuminate the genetic basis of (often rapidlyCorresponding author: Meyer, A. (axel.meyer@uni-konstanz.de)
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The relevant genetic variation must be characterised

and localised in the genome in order to determine the

genetic basis of adaptive traits. Most directly, establishing

mapping crosses allows one to identify parts of the genome

important in various phenotypes, both in number of loci

and dominance [36,37]. Genetic mapping is the most direct

way to link phenotype and genotype but is generally only

possible with organisms that can be bred in the lab.

However, the development of high-throughput genomics

methods using numerous polymorphic markers, either

anonymous or mapped, has made association mapping of

phenotypes in wild populations possible [38]. Alternative-

ly, genome scans for loci under divergent selection can

prove a relatively fast way to assess the role of homologous

versus non-homologous genomic changes across species or

populations (reviewed in [39]). This method seeks to iden-

tify signals of selection on genomic architecture, evolution,

and differentiation, rather than linking phenotype and

genotype per se. Recently developed next-generation

approaches such as sequencing restriction site associated

DNA (sRAD) [40,41] or low-coverage whole genome com-

parisons (e.g. [17]) offer the potential to characterise thou-

sands of loci for hundreds of individuals rapidly and

relatively inexpensively. This increasing ability to seek

and differentiate neutral and adaptive genes makes this

an ‘area to watch’ [42] for major advances in coming years.

Itwill only bea short timeuntilwhole genomeanalyses of

variation will be common-place for ecological and evolution-

ary non-model systems. However, at present other

approaches to reducing the scope and complexity of genomic

variation analysed are a logical and economical option. For

example, one can focus on expressed and coding variation

via expressed sequence tags (ESTs) using next-generation

sequencing [43]. Such approaches have been recently ap-

plied to non-model organisms in the context of metapopula-

tions [44], sympatric speciation by host shift [45], and

sympatric ecological speciation [46]. In taxa lacking a pub-

lished whole-genome sequence, the assembly and/or map-

pingof shotgunnext-generationsequencedata remainsnon-

trivial, although certainly the accumulation of whole gen-

omes from various lineages [47] will rapidly diminish this

challenge. Gene expression analyses can also be conducted

using next-generation sequencing (i.e. digital gene expres-

sion or RNA-Seq [48]). In the absence of mapping crosses to

localise the causal gene, these methods all remain a corre-

lation between the phenotype of interest and the putative

genetic bases. Yet the fast rate of data accumulation means

we are on the cusp of dissecting the genetic basis of adaptive

phenotypes in many non-model systems.

For more low-throughput genetic methodologies, the

candidate gene approach is a popular method to infer

parallel genetic evolution in coding sequence or expression

levels in genes of interest. This is particularly true for loci

ofmajor effect, traits with awell-elucidated genetic basis in

some model vertebrates, or genes with tight correspon-

dence to a particular physiology or phenotype (e.g. opsin

genes). Particularly when hypotheses can be tested with

evolutionary replicates, such as in adaptive radiations or

parallel evolution (Box 2), candidate gene approaches are a

powerful and accessible first-step method that can be

applied to non-model organisms in nature and those which

lack genomic data. By focusing on a single locus, the

candidate gene approach is necessarily infused with an

a priori assumption of parallelism. Consequently, the role

of non-homologous loci can only be inferred from an ab-

sence of evidence that the homologous locus is involved.

This ascertainment bias probably makes genetic parallel-

ism, either at homologous sites or homologous genes, seem

more common than it actually is. Further, there is bias in

which candidate genes are focused on in the first place, and

probably a reporting bias because candidate gene studies

with no mutational parallelism (at the same site or the

same gene) are less likely to be published. Casting the net

wider to assess more of the genome, or the entire genome,

using the recently developed approaches discussed above

increases our ability to identify the many genetic bases to

phenotypic parallelisms.

The combined approach shows that Nature selects on

many variants

Much of the data accumulated so far argues that when a

broad molecular and geographical approach is used, the

same mutations in the same gene, different mutations in

Box 2. Candidate genes and adaptive radiations of cichlid

fishes

Cichlid fishes are renowned for having evolved replicate adaptive

radiations (reviewed in [73]), yet the genetic bases of these

parallelisms remain almost completely undetermined. The most

thoroughly investigated genotype phenotype association in cichlids

is vision genes; i.e. how individuals receive the signal of their

spectacularly diverse colourations and patterns. Parallel adaptation

to divergent water depth and clarity environments based on

mutation and expression in opsin genes has demonstrated repeated

molecular evolution by divergent selection in Lake Victoria [74,75].

Entire species flocks in Lakes Tanganyika and Malawi have

approximately parallel opsin gene expression profiles yet lack a

parallel pattern of coding sequence variation [76]. Evolution of

vision genes in a different lineage of fish, the sand goby, shows

some, though not complete, parallel de novo coding region

mutation in rhodoposin in parallel photic environments [77]. Thus,

a great evolutionary lability has been identified in vision related

genes in fishes, with parallel and non parallel structural and

regulatory variation within and among species and within and

among genera [78 81].

Colouration is a target of natural and sexual selection and

therefore, like vision, has also been investigated with candidate

gene approaches. For example, yellow egg spots on the pelvic and

anal fins, thought to mimic eggs and stimulate fertilisation, have

evolved independently in two lineages of African cichlids: the

haplochromines and the ectodines. The xanthophore related colour

gene colony stimulating factor 1 receptor a (csf1ra) is expressed in

the egg spots of both lineages [82], suggesting a correlation

between this gene and the egg spot phenotype. At least in the

haplochromines, the molecular basis of the egg spots is possibly

derived from a de novo substitution in the ligand binding portion of

csf1ra in the ancestral lineage [82]. Species in the neotropical Midas

cichlid complex mate assortatively based on a shared intraspecific

colour dimorphism (gold and dark) [83]. Increased expression of the

pigmentation gene Mc1r was found in the gold morph but no

segregating coding region polymorphism was identified across

species [84], so it remains undetermined whether this replicate

dimorphism is due to repeated de novo evolution in different lakes

or a single ancestral polymorphism. Therefore, also in colouration,

candidate gene approaches have identified that homologous

mutations (either ancestral or de novo) or expression levels are

associated with parallel phenotypes, but there are frequent excep

tions within and among lineages.
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the same gene, and even different genes (usually at lower

frequency) tend to underlie parallel phenotypes among

closely related species. To find the exceptions of genetic

non-parallelism, one needs a multifaceted approach: mini-

mally, by sampling multiple populations from nature, iden-

tifying the genetic variability at target genetic regions for

each population, andmapping the causal gene at least once.

An excellent example of this includes major phenotypic

transitions in stickleback fishes (Box 3), especially pelvic

reductionwhereby independent deletions affecting a homol-

ogous gene enhancer (i.e.denovohomologousmutation) and

non-homologousmutation at an undetermined gene are the

repeated, independent genetic basis of a globally distributed

parallel phenotype [49] (Figure 1b). Research onwhitefishes

has also embraced a combined approach and identified

homologous and non-homologous genetic associations to

replicate parallel ‘dwarf’ and ‘normal’ phenotypes along

an ecological gradient (Box 4) (Figure 1a). Thus, there is

growing evidence to contradict the expectation that closely

related species should evolve parallel phenotypes through

the same genetic bases. Though parallelisms are common

there are almost always exceptions.

Cavefishes (Astyanax mexicanus) provide a replicate

pattern to analyse parallel phenotypic evolution because

closely related populations have pairs of surface and cave

morphs, which have reduced eye structures and reduced

pigmentation (reviewed in [50]). Whether eye loss is driven

by pressures of natural selection, an outcome of pleiotropy,

or a product of stochastic drift, remains a topic of much

debate [51 53]. It has been shown that eyes are a complex

trait that involves the co-ordination of many unlinked loci

in these fishes [54]. Genetic mapping experiments have

demonstrated that for the loss-of-function trait of eye

regression, across four different phenotypically parallel

cave populations, three cases involve different genes and

one case has a shared genetic basis due to standing genetic

variation [55]. The absence of colour pigments, or albinism,

in three populations of cave phenotypes was also found to

be due to independent mutations at the ocular and cuta-

neous albinism-2 gene (Oca2) [56]. In two populations the

albinism is due to loss-of-function alleles at Oca2 but the

deletions (i.e. events) are different in each population and

it appears that in a third cave population, a different

independent mutation in Oca2 is responsible [56]. A re-

duced pigmentation phenotype called ‘brown’, which is

found in individuals without albinism and co-occurs in

populations with albinos, also has variable genetic bases

in nature: two are parallelisms involving different muta-

tions at the same gene (variants of Mc1r mutation result-

ing in loss-of-function that might be derived from standing

genetic variation) and a third undetermined mutation at a

Box 3. Stickleback case study: parallel phenotype evolution

in threespine sticklebacks has variable genomic bases

Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) was among the first

fish species to be whole genome sequenced (http://www.ensem

bl.org/Gasterosteus aculeatus/Info/Index) and coupled with efforts

from ecology, population genetics and developmental biology

these fishes have become a spearhead for research on the genetics

of adaptation.

Sticklebacks are so named because of their dorsal and pelvic

spines. Freshwater populations have reduced or absent pelvic

spines relative to marine populations (Figure 1). From mapping

crosses, the gene Pituitary homeobox 1 (Pitx1), was implicated in

pelvic reduction in populations of threespine sticklebacks from

across the globe ([85,86] and earlier work reviewed in [9]). A recent

study [49] confirmed that, as previously suspected [87], cis

regulatory mutations upstream of Pitx1 were the key to pelvic

reduction. This regulatory mutation was located in a fragile genomic

region subject to frequent independent deletions that disrupt an

enhancer and cancel Pitx1 expression in the pelvis [49]. This

deletion was found to be of variable size (i.e. independent events)

and important in 9 of 14 independent populations of fishes with a

reduced pelvis phenotype. However, the Pitx1 deletion is not always

the origin of pelvic reduction [49] (i.e. non homologous but to date

undetermined mutational events are also important). Multiple

genetic mechanisms account for pelvic reduction in ninespine

sticklebacks as well [87].

Sticklebacks are unusual fishes in that they lack scales and instead

have armour plating. From a highly plated marine ancestor, in

numerous freshwater environments armour plating is reduced or

lost repeatedly and independently after colonisation. Allelic varia

tion at a single locus was implicated in the parallel evolution of

reduced armour plating [88]. Low plate Ectodysplasin A (Eda) alleles

affect phenotypes in various ways, including behavioural differ

ences [89], faster growth [29,90], earlier reproduction and improved

over wintering survival in freshwater [29,91]. Experiments suggest

there is strong positive selection that promotes the repeated

evolution of the low plated morph in freshwater [29] (driven in part

by insect predation [92]). However, selection on Eda was not

constant throughout the year; some early increases in low plate

allele frequency later declined [29] and it might be that genes linked

to Eda are also important [93]. Most freshwater populations have

low plate Eda alleles that share a common ancestry, arguing for a

strong role of repeated, independent positive selection in freshwater

environments from standing genetic variation [29,88,94]. However,

one low plated population in Japan did not share the mutations at

Eda [88], suggesting that there are exceptions to the parallel genetic

basis of low plated morphs.

Therefore, there is a combination of recruiting standing genetic

variation, different mutations at the homologous gene, and the

involvement of different genes in the repeated parallel phenotypes

of stickleback adaptations to freshwater.

Box 4. Lake whitefish case study: the genetics of adaptation

without a sequenced genome

Lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) in northeastern North

America are found with two ecomorphs, dwarf (smaller, more

limnetic) and normal (benthic), that have evolved rapidly, indepen

dently and in parallel in different freshwater lakes (Figure 1). There

are numerous life history, metabolic and morphological traits that

differ between the two ecomorphs under divergent selection [10].

Despite lacking a sequenced genome (which exists for threespine

stickleback) or a closely related model species with a sequenced

genome (which exists for wild mice), research into the genetic basis

of the parallel phenotype has proceeded based on QTL crosses [95],

gene expression analyses [96,97], SNP based genome scans [98]

and next generation transcriptome sequencing [99]. Parallel pat

terns in the expression of some key genes has been identified and

strongly suggest a driving role of natural selection, particularly for

genes that relate to energetics, though a number of genes (reviewed

in [10]) and polymorphisms [98] also show non parallel patterns

across equivalent ecomorphs along an ecological gradient. Diver

gent selection is also implicated in parallel phenotype evolution

across the genus, but no evidence has been found for parallel gene

expression across other limnetic species [100]. In contrast to other

studies discussed in this review, many of which focus on particular

candidate regions and identify few genes of major effect, sympatric

whitefish ecomorphs are diverged at minimally several hundred

genes (1 3% of the genome) [10]. The importance of a few genes of

major effect versus many genes of small effect likely derives from

the complexity and subtlety of the phenotypic trait under selection.
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different gene (i.e. does not involve Mc1r) [57]. Therefore,

many examples of parallel phenotypic evolution, in this

case of eye regression and two different pigmentation

phenotypes, are each a combination of parallel evolution

at homologous genes by independent events: parallel evo-

lution at homologous genes because of standing genetic

variation, and also non-parallel, non-homologous evolution

of different genes.

Cichlid fishes are renowned for parallel evolution of

colouration and body shape [58]. Orange-blotched (OB)

is a body colour pattern found within and across species

of cichlids in African Rift lakes. Mapping crosses in the lab

followed by association mapping of populations in Lake

Malawi located the causative locus for this phenotype [59].

Because of the mutation-level parallelism and shared hap-

lotype block across all four of the genera examined, the

authors inferred a single genetic origin of the OB pheno-

types in Lake Malawi [59]. However, the phenotypically

parallel OB cichlid species in Lake Victoria do not share

the nucleotide polymorphisms located in the Lake Malawi

cichlids, which suggests a non-homologous genetic basis

and independent evolutionary origin to the Lake Victoria

OB species [59].

Homologous and non-homologous genetic origins are

also implicated in the parallel phenotype evolution of light

and dark pigmentation in wild populations of mice

(reviewed in [20]). In the oldfield mouse beach mouse

species (Peromyscus polionotus complex) all the subspecies

show a significant association between coat colour and

habitat substrate colour, with lighter-coated mice being

found on sand compared to field habitats [60]. Mutation in

the pigmentation gene Mc1r plays a frequent but not

ubiquitous role [61 63] and a second gene, Agouti, also

has been implicated [64]. In a sister species (Peromyscus

maniculatus) in Nebraska, Linnen et al. [65] identified that

a de novo dominant allele at the Agouti locus and higher

expression of Agouti was associated with the light (‘wide-

band’) coat colour in populations that live on the light-

coloured SandHills habitat compared to darker (‘wildtype’)

conspecifics on darker substrates. No coding mutations at

Mc1r were found to be associated with the light coat

phenotype [65], despite its frequent involvement in pig-

mentation across disparate taxa [66]. There is a dark

coated (‘melanic’) phenotype of P. maniculatus that also

follows no fixed pattern of parallelism within or between

genes [67]. In a New England population, the dark pheno-

type is due to a single recessive allele with a 125-kb

deletion at the regulatory and adjacent exonic regions,

which decreases Agouti expression. In two other North

American populations, the dark phenotype was associated

with either a different mutation in Agouti or a mutation at

a gene other than Agouti [67]. Thus, different mutations at

the same gene or different genes were associated with the

dark coat for each of the phenotypically parallel popula-

tions investigated.

These recent findings indicate that when a breadth of

molecular approaches are used, multiple populations are

sampled from nature, and multiple loci are assessed, the

pattern of mutation-level or locus-level genetic parallelism

being associated with parallel phenotypes is far from clear.

While often the same loci are involved, examples from

stickleback fishes, whitefishes, cavefishes, cichlids and

mice among others demonstrate that even within the

same or closely related species, the many exceptions sug-

gest we do not yet have any rule.

The future

We predict that research in the coming years will bring

study of populations of non-model species in nature firmly

into the era of genomics. The ability to infer the mechan-

isms of natural selection at the genetic level will continue

to be especially powerful in the context of parallel evolu-

tion, or replicate adaptive radiations. It is hoped that

further empirical research on the genetics of adaptation

within the context of parallel evolution will allow us to

develop firmer conclusions about the patterns and process-

es of parallelism. The ultimate goal of this is to determine

the selective conditions and genetic architectures that

result in parallel phenotypes, by any genetic means, and

to identify the role genetic parallelism may play in the

speed of adaptation.

To advance the field, it will be imperative to thoroughly

sample multiple populations within species in order to

identify whether various routes to the same phenotype

even exist. Also, we require phylogenetically controlled

genetic and phenotypic analyses that would allow us to

test the relationship between evolutionary distance and

the frequency of homologous versus non-homologous ge-

netic bases.

With whole genome information (promoted, for exam-

ple, by the 10k Genomes Project [47]) and genetic mapping

data, researchers will soon be able to identify the role of

particular genomic regions, such as fragile sites, inversion,

or sex chromosomes, in promoting replicate patterns of

phenotypic diversification among closely related species.

Once they arise, such structural patterns in the genome

may allow for rapid spreading of advantageous combina-

tions of loci from standing genetic variation. If genomic

architectural designs are important in parallel phenotype

evolution and are conserved among closely related species,

then it provides evidence for the idea that parallel, homol-

ogous genetic evolution indeed is more common in closely

related species.

We have greatly simplified the genetic bases of struc-

tural and regulatory genetic evolution for the sake of

illustration. Genes are not isolated from each other and

developmental pathways are complicated, non-linear and

multigenic processes. In particular, the roles of gene inter-

action (epistasis) and the importance of pleiotropic effects

is largely unknown but critical territory for future research

[19]. With a greater genomic understanding of non-model

systems, coupled with the rise of evo-devo [68], it can be

expected that we will better understand whether non-

parallel genetic bases of parallel phenotypes nonetheless

make the same important parallel alterations further

downstream in pathways. This would not be surprising,

as clearly Nature is a tinkerer.

Conclusions

The implication of this ‘tinkering’ is that in fact many

mutational options might exist during a population’s his-

tory in order for it to solve its ‘ecological problems’. In
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contrast to this breadth of genetic ‘answers’, the very

existence of replicate adaptive radiations suggests there

might be limited phenotypic possibilities, or adjustments

to the morphological and developmental bauplan [69],

within species complexes. Thus, one of the lessons from

research on parallel phenotypic and genetic evolution is

that the genomic basesmight bemuchmore labile than the

eco-morphological phenotype.

Another major lesson that can be drawn from recent

technical innovations is that the surprisingly large genetic

variability in natural populations will be key to parallel

evolution [27]. As repeatedly shown in the examples we

covered here, years of dedicated crossing and QTL experi-

ments to hone in on ‘the gene’ often find that, once the

variability of natural populations is taken into account, the

clean associations start to smudge. It seems that rarelywill

an answer derived from a laboratory population turn out to

be a ubiquitous answer in nature.

The exciting work on the genetics and genomics of

ecological and evolutionary (rather than genetic) model

systems with parallel phenotypes has provided celebrated

and welcome novel insights into the genetics of adaptation.

Recent empirical findings indicate that there is little pat-

tern of time dependency to genetic parallelism: even popu-

lations within a species, and species within complexes, can

dramatically span standing genetic variation, de novo

homologous mutation and de novo non-homologous muta-

tion. Nonetheless, we predict that by using genomic tools

and embracing the complexity of nature, the framework of

parallel evolution will prove one of the most powerful

contexts to reveal fundamental patterns of adaptive evo-

lution.
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